Tow bar wiring diagrams

Installation Notes: Install diodes as close as possible to the taillights. Use a minimum of 14
gauge wire running from the front of the towed vehicle to the rear diode connections. Use a
dielectric grease to protect the electrical connections from corrosion. Use ties or clamps to
secure harness to the vehicle. Do not attach wiring harness close to moving parts or engine
exhaust. Vehicle Exceptions: The taillight harness on the Ford Freestar, to and Mercury
Monterey to can not be cut. Also, problems may arise with vehicles equipped with lamp out
modules. Diodes only allow current to flow one way. Vehicle Specific Trailer Wiring Harness by
make, model and year. Automotive Accessories Connection. Your car, truck, van, crossover,
suv and auto accessories dealer on the web since Anything on our web site is quoted in US
government dollars. Currency Converter. Quantity discounts available. Copyright: , , , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , Some vehicles have a separate bulb for stoplights but also may have a combination bulb
for turn and stop. Tow vehicle or towed vehicle has amber turn signals, separate. Has separate
bulbs for lighting stop and turn signals both red. Multi-Tow Connectors. Trailer Wiring
Diagrams. Taillight Converters. Cargo Management. Interior Auto Accessories. Automotive
Lighting. Exterior Accessories. Towing Accessories. Truck Bed Tonneau Covers. The basic
wiring to the plugs and sockets is fairly straightforward, however the fun starts when you are
required to fit audible buzzers, relays and bypass units to cope with the increasingly
complicated cars of today. We are fully conversant with all aspects of towbar wiring and are
stockists of Ryder electrical equipment who are market leaders in the field of towing and trailer
electrics and have a reputation for quality and durability. Listed below are some basic 12N and
12S type wiring diagrams that will help in vehicle wiring for both road lights and caravan
internal electrics. Alternatively, we are willing and able to look at any wiring problem here at our
workshops. Because the Swift Hitch is completely wireless, it can be used on both the front of
your vehicle for hitching up your Watling Front Towbar as well as for your rear towbar. Click
here or on the photos for more information. If one circuit does not function check and test the
fuses, check and test the bulbs. The fuse rating should be approximately twice the load to allow
for surges. Towbar Wiring Guides Listed below are some basic 12N and 12S type wiring
diagrams that will help in vehicle wiring for both road lights and caravan internal electrics.
Looking at the Plug towards the socket. Colour Terminal Purpose Looking at the Socket
towards the plug. All rights reserved. Looking at the Socket towards the plug. Free Wiring
Diagram. Variety of tow hitch wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined standard
photographic representation of an electric circuit. It shows the elements of the circuit as
simplified shapes, as well as the power and signal links in between the devices. A wiring
diagram generally offers information about the loved one placement as well as setup of devices
and also terminals on the tools, in order to help in structure or servicing the device. A
photographic representation would certainly reveal more information of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes an extra symbolic notation to emphasize
interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is commonly made use of to fix
issues and to make certain that the connections have been made and also that everything
exists. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the
image. A wiring diagram is a simple graph of the physical links and also physical design of an
electrical system or circuit. It shows just how the electrical cords are adjoined as well as can
additionally reveal where fixtures as well as parts may be attached to the system. Use wiring
diagrams to aid in building or producing the circuit or digital tool. They are also valuable for
making fixings. Do It Yourself fanatics make use of electrical wiring layouts but they are also
typical in residence structure and automobile repair. For instance, a residence building
contractor will certainly intend to validate the physical place of electric outlets as well as
lighting fixtures making use of a wiring diagram to prevent costly mistakes and also
constructing code offenses. A schematic reveals the strategy as well as feature for an electrical
circuit, but is not concerned with the physical design of the cables. Circuitry representations
reveal just how the wires are attached as well as where they must situated in the actual tool, in
addition to the physical links in between all the elements. Unlike a pictorial representation, a
wiring diagram utilizes abstract or streamlined forms and lines to reveal elements. Pictorial
representations are usually pictures with labels or highly-detailed illustrations of the physical
elements. If a line touching an additional line has a black dot, it means the lines are attached.
Most signs used on a wiring diagram look like abstract variations of the genuine objects they
stand for. A switch will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the cable, much
like a light switch you could flip on as well as off. A resistor will be represented with a series of
squiggles representing the constraint of existing flow. An antenna is a straight line with 3 little
lines branching off at its end, a lot like an actual antenna. Some newer vehicles with multiplex
wiring may need the addition of a bypass relay kit see Relay section for more information. A
split charge relay would also be installed into the tow vehicle to protect the vehicle battery from

running down see Relay section for more information. This is the continental style electrical
connection. Both 12N and 12S electrics are contained within the socket which has 13 pins
rather than 7. This socket is used in mainland Europe and from all caravans manufactured in
Europe will be wired up with 13 pin plugs. It will also become standard in the UK and Ireland
over the next couple of years on new trailers, caravans etc. You can use this socket with UK 7
pin plugs which are on all UK trailers and caravans but you need to use a converter which will
split the 13 pin electrics down to two 7 pin sockets or one 7 pin socket depending on what you
are towing. If you wish to operate internal appliances within a touring caravan, i. Bypass relays
are fitted to stop the vehicles light check control system putting a warning light onto the
dashboard to suggest that one or more bulbs has blown when actually the trailer lights are
taking away a small amount of electrical current. Many cars send complex or modulated power
signals to switch their rear lights, so making the towing relay work correctly is not simple. The
smart bypass relay has a controller that measures the signals from the vehicle's lighting
systems against exact criteria to determine which trailer lights should be switched on. It gets
the switching right every time. No chatter, no dim lights, just on and off as they should be. The
following two examples are common in cars. When the car uses a modulated power feed to
make one single filament bulb perform the function of different lamps e. When the car "swaps"
bulbs in the event of a bulb failure, the relay again interprets correctly and keeps the correct
trailer lights on. Added Value: Monitors the trailer flashers, with both a built-in audible output
and terminal outputs for a remote sounder or warning lamp. Totally transparent: the car does
not detect it. It will not cause bulb-failure warnings. Fully snubbed against "spikes" and other
hazards Protected: stands rough treatment, accidental current reversals, etc. Future-proof: new
in-vehicle scenarios will be accommodated rapidly. Works on every car, complex or not. When a
vehicle tows a caravan and the caravan is equipped with a 12 volt fridge or an auxiliary battery
or both, it is necessary to provide a connection between the caravan and the towing vehicle to
provide power to these. When such a connection is provided it is advisable to protect the
vehicle's own battery from being accidentally drained by the caravan fridge and auxiliary
battery. The usual way of providing this protection is to install a suitable relay or pair of relays
which will turn off the connections when the vehicle's alternator is not running. Such relays,
often referred to as "split charging" or "combination" or "Combi" relays, are normally switched
by a connection to the alternator or to some suitable ignition-switched source. It is absolutely
essential that any such relay system should work reliably, fail safe, offer full protection to the
battery, and, if possible, to the auxiliary battery. The self-switching combination relay from
Ryder Towing make the installation of these relays much easier and safer, especially in the
context of the complex electronics in modern vehicles, and meet all the essential criteria
described above. These devices do away with the need to find a signal current from the
alternator or ignition to switch the relays. Whereas we try and put as much useful and accurate
information on our site in relation to all our products it is virtually impossible to portray all the
additional knowledge that has been collated over the 60 years we have been in business. There
are various options to choose from within all of our product ranges, which makes purchasing
online less than straight forward. Therefore
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, when buying online how could you be assured the product selected is the best option for you.
We would prefer to have the opportunity to discuss your requirements with you, and have you
purchase the right solution first time round. Contact us today for expert advice, pricing, delivery
or collection arrangements and payment options. Towbar Search Which Towbar? Towbar
Electrics Explained. Wiring Diagrams 12N Standard Socket 12N electrical kits socket with black
cover are used for operating the standard lights on the rear of trailers etc. Universal By-Pass
Relay Click to view fitting instructions. Universal bypass relays do not interact with TSP or cut
the reverse sensors out. Caravan Split Charge Relay Click to view fitting instructions. Protecting
the Vehicle Battery When a vehicle tows a caravan and the caravan is equipped with a 12 volt
fridge or an auxiliary battery or both, it is necessary to provide a connection between the
caravan and the towing vehicle to provide power to these.

